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KULTUREMAG 

 
What is KultureMAG? 
KultureMAG is an urban elegance, lifestyle magazine, built on the ideals of achievement, leadership, 
individuality, hope and faith. By presenting tasteful articles and artwork, the mag aims to inspire young 
adults to identify, develop and leverage their own talents and become positive contributors in their 
communities. Its content is specifically designed to: 

 
• Recount inspirational narratives of young adults who have used their talents to make a positive 

impact on the world 

• Incorporate vibrant and catchy photographs, graphic imagery and short quotes to appeal to the 
millennial age group's’ social media preferences 

• Present stories that celebrate individuality, self-expression and self-worth 

• Publicize resources that youth can use to develop their own talents and knowledge base 

• Expose readers to the wide variety of elements of “Kulture” 

• Be non-partisan, non-judgmental and objective 
 
 

Product Offerings: 
 
 
Magazine                    
KultureMAG is an urban elegance magazine that serves the purpose of informing, promoting and 
encouraging the millennial generation in an array of ways. We have developed a magazine that provides 
inspirational narratives and resources students can use to develop their talents and knowledge base.  
Printed copies of KultureMAG provided for distribution to students. 

 
Lesson plans                                       
Each issue of KultureMAG is theme based and grants teachers the opportunity to create lesson plans that 
align with course objectives.  
KultureMAG lesson plans are provided on the Kulture webpage.  Lesson plans provide teachers the 
opportunity to engage with students in topic based group discussions, creative writing, and reading 
comprehension exercises that are designed to meet education standards.  

 
Workshop                  
Anthony Valentine, KultureMAG founder is an experienced presenter who specializes in high school and 
college student engagement. Each workshop is carefully crafted to address the needs of an institution. 
They are designed to explore self-worth, diversity, purpose and the importance of motives/intent in 
decision making.  



“I learned a lot from the presenter, he was very motivational and got us all out of our comfort zones. It was 
really interesting to see how when the right environment is created people are willing to be vulnerable and honest. 
“ - Amelia Linton (Student/ UConn Pre- College Summer Program 17’) 
 

“I loved how personal it was for everyone and it touched everyone in different ways.”  - Maha Naqvi 
(Student/UConn Pre- College Summer Program 17’) 
 
 
 


